As you are settling in to life at Yale, we want to make sure you have access to the great programs and initiatives offered by Yale Well [1]! Here are a few upcoming events.

**Student Wellness Grants** [2]: Students and student organizations can apply for student wellness grants to support programs and events that further Yale Well's goal to foster an environment where wellness is valued and intentionally embraced by students. To apply, visit [Yale Connect] [3]. The **first deadline is October 2.**

On **September 17 at 12pm**, join the philosophical consultant to NBC’s “The Good Place” for conversation on what we owe each other [4] if we're trying to live ethically and morally, and how to make a television program about it! **Location:** Battell Chapel, 400 College Street. A take-away brown bag lunch is available for the first 100 attendees.

On **September 26 at 12pm**, join a conversation between Professor Marc Brackett, Founding Director, Yale Center for Emotional Intelligence, and Joanne Lipman, author and former Chief Content Officer, Gannett. Professor Brackett and Ms. Lipman will discuss Professor Brackett's new book *Permission to Feel* and his mission and strategies to address the mental and emotional well-being of children and adults. **Location:** Battell Chapel, 400 College Street. A copy of the book and a take-away brown bag lunch is available for the first 100 attendees.

And please visit [Yale Well] [1] for resources on student wellness, and the [Good Life Center] [5] website.

**G&P Students:** If you plan to use the Good Life Center, you can request limited gate access by completing the following form: [https://forms.gle/KqqexasDoGuDFBwX6] [6].
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